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ENGLISH 

 

1 Complete the written work in your notebook of the chapters taught till date 

 Also learn and revise  

Write 2 new words daily. Find out their meanings and make sentence on your own. 

 

2 STORY WRITING 

Complete the story by using the given outlines; 

A farmer had five sons __________ were strong and __________ always quarrelled __________ the 

farmer wanted __________ to stop quarrelling __________ wanted to live in peace __________ words 

of advice __________ not have much effect __________ called all his sons __________ bundle of sticks 

__________ break these sticks without separating __________ Each of the tried one by one __________ 

used their full strength __________ the old man separated the sticks They could break the sticks easily 

__________ farmer said __________ strong as long as it is tied up __________ will be weak if you are 

divided. 

3 LETTER WRITING (Letter to the Editor) 

Write a letter to the Editor regarding the problem of waterlogging in your area. 

 You are Raj / Rani of Dharma colony, Ramgarh. 

 



4.DIARY ENTRY  

You went to receive your uncle and aunts from the Bangalore railway station. Write a diary where you 

share your experience of the journey from home to the railway station. 

 

5. Write an article on  

Topic- The Purpose Of Education  

 

6. Do two unseen reading passages in your notebook  

 

Do reading practice daily, underline important words and learn spellings 

 

MATHS 

 

1.  Solve all the examples of chapter 8,9 and 10. 

2. Solve all the ‘try these’ questions of chapter 8,9,10. 

3. Revise chapter 8,9 and 10. 

4. Write and learn table from 2 to 20. 

5. Solve 2 case study based question from chapter 8, 9 and 10. 

6. Do all these on a separate notebook. 

 

SOCIAL SC. 

  

1. Learn and revise the chapter for Periodic Test and prepare 5 mcqs from each chapter and write in 

classwork notebook 

 

History 

When people rebel 

Civilising the native and educating the nation 

Geography 

 Industries 

Civics 

Understanding marginalization 

Confronting Marginalization 

 

2. Complete the learner's Dairy till chapters done. 

 

3. On an outline political map of India, mark the important centres of Revolt in North India. 

Delhi 

Meerut 

Lucknow 

Jhansi 

Kanpur 



Faizabad 

Bareilly 

 

4. MDP-   Read the chapter Civilising the native and educating the nation and find out the names 

of Personalities mentioned in the chapter. Collect more information about them and make notes, 

indicating the work done by them. 

SCIENCE 

 

A) Revise chapters for period test 2. 

B) Complete your notebooks, learners diary, MDP projects . 

C) Practice the question from the PDF  provided in the whtsapp . 

D) PRACTICE  THE CASE BASED STUDY QUESTION OF EACH CHAPTERS. 

E) Perform any two activities from the following topics: 

### Conservation of Plants and Animals: 

1. *Field Trip and Report:* 

   - Visit a local park or wildlife sanctuary. Observe and document the diversity of plants and animals. 

Prepare a report on the importance of conservation in preserving these ecosystems. 

 

2. *Create Awareness Material:* 

   - Design a poster, pamphlet, or presentation on the importance of conserving plants and animals. 

Highlight specific endangered species and the role humans play in conservation. 

 

### Sound: 

1. *Sound Experiment:* 

   - Conduct experiments related to sound. Explore how different materials affect sound transmission. 

Document your findings and present them in a creative way, such as a poster or video. 

 

2. *Musical Instruments Project:* 

   - Research and create a project about different musical instruments. Explain how they produce sound 

and the science behind the principles of vibration and resonance. 

 

### Reaching the Age of Adolescence: 
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